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The“It’s not mine”rule
The other day, I was walking down the street
along with my mom when suddenly a little boy,
around 7 years old, run past us and stopped in
front of a high school’s building; he pulled the
zipper of his pants and peed right then and there. I
was both outraged and disgusted by that
act. I turned to my mother and asked: Mom, did
you see what that boy did?And to my
surprise she answered: «I saw it. It was his mom who
told him to do that. I saw her talking to him and pointing towards the school’s building».
Whether you go to a primary school, a university, a
public institution, or even wonder in the streets, you will
definitely encounter a similar situation to the one I have
described or come across one of these sights-if not all of
them- : trash, lack of cleanliness, destroyed material,
dirty walls, and the list goes on and on.
The reason behind all of this is the lack of what the Oxford
dictionary defines as “a duty to deal with or take care of sb/
smth, so that you may be blamed if sth goes wrong” or what we
simply call: responsibility, one of those words that look simple
yet carry a lot of complex meanings underneath them. The duty
part is not the only one though, according to the same
dictionary, it should be done “without being told to and being
willing to take the blame if it had gone wrong”.
Responsibility, in this case, is not just a set of actions performed
to protect public properties and belongings, it is way more than
that. Being responsible is what gives you that sense of belonging and
makes you a productive individual that craves not only protecting
what he considers his, but also works towards improving it and making
it better.
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Fatima Zahra El Hafa

The journey
When I think about the highlight of the year 2016, I
automatically think of Connect Institute. This unique
school that shifted me to the next level and made me
change my perception of life180 degrees.
When I applied for Connect Institute, I thought that it was
a school like all the other schools out there with their big
promises of teaching you the skills you need to get the job
of your dreams. But when I went there for the acceptance
interview something changed; I felt that Connect Institute is
different like nothing I have ever seen or experienced before.
My feelings did not let me down. I ended up learning things
nobody has ever taught me before. I learned to think freely and
keep my mind open instead of locking it up with undeniable
truths. Of course the process was not easy and it took me quite
a while to step outside of my comfort zone. Well I am the kind of
person who takes baby steps rather than giant leaps. That is just
me.
Now once I got outside of my little bubble I immediately fell into
the agitation zone. That is when I started changing and adopting a
new attitude but my old habits like procrastination and self-discouragement in addition to my not so encouraging entourage kept hunting
me. I felt like I was on the top of a high-rise building but I was way too
scared to jump. Not that great of a feeling trust me.
This is when Connect Institute interfered by constantly encouraging
me to make that jump. Mr.Taha, Fatima and Sanaa are specialists in the
art of pushing people to their limits and they took a very good care of
me. I ended up making that jump and I am glad I did.
Many things changed afterwards. I acquired new habits like expressing
myself with no fears. I said “No” to my parents for the first time not as an
act of disrespect and disobedience but as an act of rebellion against the status quo. I fell in love with writing and it became my passion. I learned that
each time I tell myself that I cannot do something it implicitly means: “Oh I
am just hiding behind excuses because if I really want something I will find a
way to get it”.
My journey at Connect Institute has almost come to its end, yet the road ahead
of me is way long and difficult. I still have struggles to overcome and higher
edges to jump from, but I know that I acquired the shield
and the sword to cut through them. And since we value
gratitude in Connect Institute, I want to say this: “Thank you
Connect Institute, you changed me within numbered months
and for that I am eternally grateful”.
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Rachida Akdaich

Girl power in Connect Institute
For many Moroccan young women, such as
me, it is hard to find strong and independent
female role models in our entourage while
growing up. However, a year ago, that changed
when I joined connect institute as
a participant in the EMY program.
Fatima Matousse and Sanaa Belabbes, the
staff members in Connect Institute, are two
beautiful, smart, and kind women who have
been a great support to me as well as to the
rest of the participants. Watching their brilliance at work and their thirst for learning was a
big inspiration to me. It encouraged
me to set higher goals for myself.
I was also blessed to have Mss. Rosalia as the
ACTING and LIFE sessions’ facilitator. She
taught all of us how to act and write, but most
importantly she taught us to embrace our
imperfections
and
to
always
stay
true
to
who
we
are.
Apart from the facilitators and staff, the female FEED guests who had successful non-
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traditional career paths were a great motivation and inspiration to me. Whether it’s Ahlem
B, who left her job as a manager to pursue her
passion as a writer, Or Monique Quesada,
who went from being a flight attendant to becoming the U.S. general consulate in Marseille,
these women are a living proof that females
are capable to lead and make real change
beyond
what’s
traditionally
done.
I also have to mention the other female participants in Connect Institute. They are a
talented group of young women who are
never scared to express their thoughts, take
initiative and lead. Having the chance to work
on different projects with them allowed me to
boost my creativity and challenge myself by constantly trying new things.
Mentors can make real impact on young
adults’ lives by allowing them to see first-hand
what
the
fruits
of
hard
work
and
determination
are.

Maria Joudani

Be a warrior, not a king
Life is a hefty battle where humans need to fight with all the guts they’ve got against evilness. It might
sound boring, but take a second and think about it.
Turn on your TV, read Syria’s latest news or just go and watch the U.S elections; how do you
feel? Happy? Optimistic? No evilness detected though!
Most of the time, we are nothing more than spectators of the big big show of inhumanity. We love playing the role of the king who has the absolute power to command,
who can get whatever he wants by a fingertip; but we never want to be the warrior
who fights dangerously and might even lose his life for the nation’s freedom.
In fact, we’re getting used to being used instead of using what we have to be
useful beings. The fight against evilness has many patterns; you have to
beat the monster within yourself-hardest battle- to clean your soul and
heart from stereotypes, judgments and mediocrity. This latter “beast”
is powerful and dangerous; you need to set up a daily system with
robust “weapons” to deal with it, to seek excellence in every task
you do as a way to shove off its deep roots from your existence.
When the inner battle ends, you become a warrior of humanity, you can help others, you can give a voice for unheard
hearts, and you are a chandelier of love and tolerance.
Hence, the other battles: getting a diploma, job or promotion, become the easiest and the most enjoyable
moments to live.
You’re the king of your life, but being the warrior is the ultimate path to win the battle
of LIFE. The war - clash of civilizationsoutside is constantly on, it’ll surely end
when we win our battles, inner ones.
May we live as warriors until last
breath. AMEN!

Oumaima Fathi
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Des copies
De nos jours, je sens que notre société reflète une vérité unie, unique, tout
le monde se ressemble, tout le monde
réfléchit de la même façon, tout le monde
a les mêmes ambitions, les mêmes tendances,
les mêmes habits, le même style ... Des copies
qui répètent les mêmes idées conçues à l’avance
par des gens qu’on ignore et dont on ignore les motifs. «Tu dois faire ceci, de cette façon, à ce rythme,
ayant cette vision ...» «Non, mais pousse-toi un peu,
laisse-moi respirer.» Voyons un peu !! Si cela donnait des
résultats positifs, c’est bien. Des résultats sur le bien-être de
l’être humain, de la nature, des animaux? Je n’ai encore rien
senti. Regardons autour de nous !! Oui, cela ne marche pas, cela
n’a abouti en rien à créer un dynamisme au sein de la société, à permettre une société saine, avec des éléments sains qui vivent leur vie
selon leurs envies et leurs principes. Il est temps d’avoir un peu plus de
courage et de sortir de la pensée unique qui tue l’être humain.
No one wants to be just another brick in the wall.
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Latifa Bella

Once a Connect Institute member,
Always a Connect Institute member!
13 months and 15 days: that’s how long most of us have been in Connect
Institute. During that period, we made new friends, we built teams and
managed them, we met national and international figures, we worked on
projects, we delivered presentations, we had debates during which we
practiced our critical thinking and problem solving skills, we planned and
managed events, we spoke in front of large groups, we pitched our ideas,
we learnt the true value of hard work, and the list goes on and on. Today,
we want to share with you, dear reader, some of our best moments and
experiences that led us to learn the skills mentioned above as well as
unleash our potentials and trust in our abilities.
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